MISSION:
Educating, training and equipping the world for great commission, reminding people of their equal natural rights in sharing the world, supporting them to reveal their potential and achieve their life goals.

Vision:
To educate, train and transform people’s lives by the power of joint efforts.

SLOGAN: Educating a generation to win a generation by;

GIVING A HAND

OUR PHILOSOPHY: Imparting behavioral change by addressing knowledge, skills and attitude gap
This report is trying to elaborate and giving detailed information about the activities happened during the course of two weeks (from 6th-20th/07/2018) together with Mr. Sirapop who is not just a volunteer but a financial literacy system shaper.

Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa-GOFA received our first ever volunteer member from Australia by names SIRAPOP on 6th/07/2018. The whole organization is exited to receive the financial literacy trainer who put it right when he arrived that in entire world, there’s only two organization with financial literacy program that’s GOFA and TOPOWA as Sirapop testifies.

Activities and Experience shared by Mr. Sirapop to Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa-GOFA;

- On 8th/07/2018 Sirapop started official work and he was introduced to GOFA team.
- On 9th/07/2018 he shared the term ‘financial freedom’ and he tried to stress it for everyone to understand.
- Still on 9th/07/2018 Sirapop held a meeting with teachers at Graben Junior Academy where he was able to hear about challenges people are facing in community and among the challenges shared are unemployment, financial, health, education etc.
- He visited GOFA spark group members (both home and enterprise visits)
- He shared an idea called kick starter and promised to create a GOFA fundraising page on this platform.
- 10th/07/2018 Sirapop shared a new teaching and motivation system of awarding pupils in class whenever they give an answer.
- 11th/07/2018 Sirapop conducted his first financial literacy training to GOFA spark group of Kanganda and 17 participants attended
  - SWOT analysis
  - Shared OPERASI Indonesia system used in Micro finance
  - NANO finance (small groups) used in Thailand
  - He shared a DSP system, this means fulfilling you future dream through a group but in shortest time possible.
  - ‘Money is like a harmer, that it is used to build and break’
  - He chatted with GOFA kids
  - He practiced farming with help of teachers.
- He visited Komo Learning centres on 12th/07/2018 where he conversed with his fellow volunteers from peace-corp, discussed different concepts with Komo youth program manager.
  - Sirapop conducted his second financial literacy meeting with GOFA spark group from Kikandwa and 36 attended.
  - He visited 10 young entrepreneurs and shared experience with them
  - He advised GOFA to create ‘GOFA Box’
  - He shared Etsy.com platform and GOFA creative craft online shop was opened.
- On 13th/07/2018 Sirapop visiting water collecting point with GOFA kids, teaching primary four in mathematics, he was introduced before nursery section
  - He trained 24 participants of GOFA spark group in financial literacy
  - He formed similar focused groups
  - Talked about saving
• He also talked of investment as a way of saving (loan term) where he emphasized re-investing of first profits

- 14th/07/2018 he rested and visited Namubiru hill and stone mining plant.
- 15th/07/2018 Sirapop visited poultry farm in Kisowera and he was able to learn a lot about poultry farming.
- 16th/07/2018 Sirapop teaching, training financial literacy to Kanganda group and 31 attended and co-curricular activities with pupils.
- 17th/07/2018 Sirapop teaching, training financial literacy to Kikandwa group and 32 attended.
- 18th/07/2018 Sirapop visited Kampala city where he managed to buy a ball for boys and Director Brian’s workshop
- 19th/07/2018 Sirapop conducted last meeting with Kanganda group where he formed three focused groups that is poultry, chalk and craft making projects. He also shared business plan basics with participants.
- 20th/07/2018 Sirapop handed over a ball to pupils, he also took a video to use on kick starter and for other future campaigns. The video is all about his experience in Uganda, making his last remarks to GOFA team, teaching experience, training experience, visiting GOFA old place of operation and lastly he conducted his last meeting with Kikandwa spark group.

GOFA OBSERVATIONS ABOUT SIRAPOP EXPERIENCE

- Areas of improvement
  - Training setup like circular format
  - Setting training dos and don’ts
  - Asking for participant’s expectations
  - Asking participants first best preferred language
  - Starting with forming a community saving group from start
  - Dressing code
  - Leadership of groups
  - Improving in

- Pluses
  - Audible
  - Good Training experience like movements, gesture expressions etc.
  - Walking the talk
  - Supportive
  - Friendly
  - Open minded etc.

Conclusively, we hope to continue welcoming more and more volunteers from all over the global to join, share and learn. Thanks to AISEC and Mr. Lutalo Ronnie who managed to connect us to Mr. Sirapop and keep the love.